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Abstract

Both development and evolution under chronic malnutrition lead to reduced adult size in Drosophila. We studied the contribution of changes in size versus number of epidermal cells to plastic and evolutionary reduction of wing size in response to poor larval food. We used flies from six populations selected for tolerance to larval malnutrition and from six unselected control populations, raised either under standard conditions or under larval malnutrition. In the control populations phenotypic plasticity of wing size was mediated by both cell size and cell number. In contrast, evolutionary change in wing size, which was only observed as a correlated response expressed on standard food, was mediated entirely by reduction in cell number. Plasticity of cell number had been lost in the selected populations, and cell number did not differ between the sexes despite males having smaller wings. Results of this and other experimental evolution studies are consistent with the hypothesis that alleles which increase body size through prolonged growth affect wing size mostly via cell number, while alleles which increase size through higher growth rate do so via cell size.
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Introduction

Body size influences multiple aspects of animal biology and is thus a target of natural selection (e.g., Blanckenhorn, 2000). Variation in body size has usually both a genetic and an environmental component; both evolution and plasticity of body size have been extensively studied. In contrast, less attention has been devoted to evolutionary and plastic changes in cell size and/or cell number which underlie changes in body size (Azevedo & Leroi, 2001). Nonetheless, cell size and number may affect fitness independently of the size of the body and its parts and organs. For example, at least in vertebrates, interspecific variation in cell size is negatively correlated with metabolic rates per gram of tissue (Goniakowska, 1973, Vinogradov, 1997, Gregory, 2002, Starostova et al., 2009). Achieving the same size with a greater number of smaller cells implies more somatic mitotic divisions, leading to a greater risk of cancer and other tumours. This is well documented in mammals (Preston-Martin et al., 1990), but likely to apply more generally; e.g., in Drosophila larval tumours develop most readily in the highly mitotically active imaginal discs and brain (Harirhan & Bilder, 2006, Beaucher et al., 2007). Across species within most taxa cell size is strongly positively correlated with genome size; thus, genome size may impose a limit on cell size (Arendt, 2007). However, it has also been suggested that evolution of genome size is partially driven by selection on cell size (Kozlowski et al., 2003). Thus, whether a change in body size involves changes in cell size versus cell number may affect correlated responses in ecologically relevant traits.

This paper addresses the contribution of cell size and number to plastic and evolutionary changes in Drosophila melanogaster wing size in response to larval malnutrition. Following other studies (Partridge et al., 1994a, French et al., 1998, Azevedo et al., 2002), we concentrate on the wing because it provides a convenient measure of structural body size, and because it is particularly amenable to estimating cell size and number. Some results suggest that plastic responses of wing blade cell size may be representative of epidermal cell size in other body parts, although this does not seem to hold for evolutionary changes (Azevedo et al., 2002).
Several past studies addressed the cellular bases of plastic and evolutionary changes of *Drosophila* wing size (reviewed in Arendt 2007). As most invertebrates, when raised at lower temperatures *Drosophila* develop more slowly and eclose at a larger adult body size, both in terms of dry weight and wing size. Similarly, *Drosophila* populations reared at low temperature for multiple generations evolve to be genetically larger (e.g., Cavicchi et al., 1985; Huey et al., 1991; Partridge et al., 1994a). In *D. melanogaster*, both the phenotypic plasticity and the genetic adaptation of wing size to temperature under laboratory conditions are mediated mostly or entirely by changes in cell size, with some contribution of cell number to the plastic response in males (Cavicchi et al., 1985, Partridge et al., 1994a, French et al., 1998, Azevedo et al., 2002). In a thermal evolution experiment in *D. subobscura* evolutionary decrease in wing size was mediated mostly by cell size in females and mostly by cell number in males (Santos et al., 2005).

In contrast to thermal plasticity, the plastic reduction of wing size under nutritional stress and larval crowding has been mainly attributed to reduction in cell number (Robertson, 1959). DeMoed et al (1997) reports an interaction between the two factors: at 27.5°C, plastic response of wing size to food was mediated by changes in cell number, while at 15°C it involved both cell size and cell number. Evolutionary response of cell size versus cell number to poor nutrition has not been investigated.

Also in contrast to adaptation to low temperature, the evolution of larger wing size in response to low humidity is based entirely on increased cell number (Kennington et al., 2003). Increased cell number has also mediated the response to direct artificial selection for large body size (thorax length), but in the same study the response to selection for small body size has been mostly mediated by reduction in cell size, with a small contribution of reduction in cell number (Partridge et al., 1999). In another study, the response to artificial selection (up and down) on wing length was largely mediated by cell number, with some contribution of cell size (Noach et al., 1997). Finally, of two independent natural latitudinal clines in wing size in *D. melanogaster*, one seems mostly based on cell size and the other mostly on cell number (Zwaan et al., 2000). Similar idiosyncrasy of cellular basis of independent wing size clines was reported in *D. subobscura* (Calboli et al., 2003). Thus, the cellular basis of plastic and evolutionary responses of body size seems to depend on the focal environmental factor and possibly other conditions. It has also been proposed that it may reflect historical contingency, assuming that it is the wing size rather than cell size or number that is the target of selection (Zwaan et al., 2000).

In an attempt to synthesize these results, Arendt (2007) proposed that, at least in flies, the cellular basis of differences in wing size in response to low humidity is based entirely on increased cell number (Kennington et al., 2003). Increased cell number has also mediated the response to direct artificial selection for large body size (thorax length), but in the same study the response to selection for small body size has been mostly mediated by reduction in cell size, with a small contribution of reduction in cell number (Partridge et al., 1999). In another study, the response to artificial selection (up and down) on wing length was largely mediated by cell number, with some contribution of cell size (Noach et al., 1997). Finally, of two independent natural latitudinal clines in wing size in *D. melanogaster*, one seems mostly based on cell size and the other mostly on cell number (Zwaan et al., 2000). Similar idiosyncrasy of cellular basis of independent wing size clines was reported in *D. subobscura* (Calboli et al., 2003). Thus, the cellular basis of plastic and evolutionary responses of body size seems to depend on the focal environmental factor and possibly other conditions. It has also been proposed that it may reflect historical contingency, assuming that it is the wing size rather than cell size or number that is the target of selection (Zwaan et al., 2000).

In this study we take advantage of replicate fly populations subject to 73 generations of experimental evolution under chronic larval malnutrition. During those 73 generations the larvae were reared on a very poor food, on which non-adapted flies take 70 % longer to develop from egg to adult, show 20 % lower viability, and emerge at half the body weight of flies maintained on standard food. Adaptation to malnutrition in these selected populations included the evolution of faster growth on poor food, smaller body size and faster development, the latter resulting at least in part from a cut-off on developmental period imposed during selection (Kolss et al., 2009). By comparing, in a 2 × 2 design, the selected populations and unselected controls under standard and poor food conditions we investigate the relative contribution of cell size and number to both plastic and evolutionary responses of wing size to nutritional stress. Based on our results and other studies, we also propose a hypothesis that links the cellular basis of wing size evolution with underlying changes in growth rate versus length of the growth phase.
Material and Methods

Six populations had been selected for tolerance to chronic larval malnutrition by being maintained on poor larval food for 73 generations; six control populations had been maintained on standard food. All were derived from the same base population, maintained for several years in the lab and traced to a single natural population (details in Kolss et al., 2009). The standard food contained 15 g agar, 30 g sucrose, 60 g glucose, 12.5 g dry yeast, 50 g cornmeal, 0.5 g MgSO₄, 0.5 g CaCl₂, 30 ml ethanol, 6 ml propionic acid, and 1 g nipagin per litre of water; the poor food contained 25% of those amounts of sugars, yeast and cornmeal. In the course of selection flies of both selection regimes were raised under a rather low density of 200 eggs per vial containing 30 ml of food. Thus, even under the poor food conditions the total energy content of the food was about 4.4 kcal, i.e., about 22 cal per larva. This is about ten times the energy content of a large (0.4 mg dry weight) pre-pupation larva. Thus, the main challenge for the larvae was poor food quality rather than competition. The selected populations were bred from flies that eclosed first (within 14-17 days from oviposition depending on when a target of 200 adults was reached). Flies were raised at 25°C and 70% humidity.

Prior to the assays reported here all populations were reared for two generations on standard food. The flies thus raised were allowed to mate for two days and then allowed to oviposit overnight. Four 160 ml vials, two with 30 ml of standard food and two with 30 ml of poor food were set-up per population, each seeded with 200 eggs, i.e., under the density and conditions used in the selection regimes. Wing measurements were done on five males and five females collected randomly fifteen days later and stored in 100% ethanol. The design thus consisted of two main factors: past selection regime (selected vs. control) and current food (standard vs. poor), with replicate populations nested in selected regime, and two replicate vials per population × food combination.

The left wing of each fly was mounted on a glass slide in lactic acid/ethanol (6:5) (Trotta et al., 2007) and photographed at 40× magnification. The outline of each wing was traced to the nearest micrometer (figure 1) and the area of the resulting polygon was estimated using ImageJ (Abramoff et al., 2004). This area was treated as a proxy measure of wing size; we refer to it below as "wing area". Another image of the region between the 4th and 5th lateral vein opposite of the posterior crossvein was taken at 200× magnification. In this image, the trichomes with roots within two circular sampling areas of 1000 μm² each (figure 1) were counted (each epidermal cell produces one trichome). The mean cell area was estimated as 2000 μm²/number of trichomes in the two areas.

To relate differences in wing size to differences in body weight, adult dry weight was measured in a separate experiment. Per population we set-up four vials with standard food and four with poor food, each seeded with 200 eggs. On emergence, twelve adults of each sex were collected at random from each vial, dried at 70°C for three days and then weighed as a group.

To obtain a relative estimate of total cell number in the wing, we divided the wing area by cell area. It should be noted that this number underestimates the total number of cells building the wing, first because our measure of wing area underestimates wing size (see above), and second, because cells building the veins are smaller. However, to the degree that changes in cell size are isometric, our estimates of cell number should be proportional to the actual cell number in the entire wing. The wing area, cell area, cell number and weight data were log transformed for the analysis. We calculated the mean values of the three wing measures (log wing area, log cell area and log cell number) for each of the two vials per population. Similarly, mean log adult dry weight of each sex was estimated for each of the four vials per population and food treatment.
These values were subject to an analysis of variance (using JMP 7.0 statistical software); selection regime, food and sex were treated as fixed factors, the replicate populations (nested within selection regimes) and interaction between populations and the fixed factors were treated as a random factors. The analysis thus treats the populations as the level or replication relevant to testing hypotheses about the effects of selection regime, food treatment and sex. We also analyzed the results separately for each food treatment. The F-tests for the fixed factors resulting from these analyses are summarized in Table 1.

Results

The results for dry body weight confirmed the pattern observed in a previous assay (Kolss et al., 2009). Flies raised on poor food were 40-55% lighter (figure 2A). Selected populations had evolved a lower body weight than control populations, but this reduction was much more pronounced on the standard than on the poor food. When tested separately, on the poor food the difference between selected and control populations was only marginally significant in the present study ($P = 0.054$), although this difference was significant in a previous assay (Kolss et al., 2009). The pattern of body weight differences was similar between the sexes, although the relative magnitude of the plastic response was somewhat greater in females.

The plastic reduction of body weight in flies raised on poor food was associated with reduction in wing area; as for body weight, this response tended to be more pronounced in females than males (22% vs. 17% for control populations, Figure 2B). Both sets of populations showed similar plasticity in cell size (Figure 2C); although it was more pronounced in females, it was also significant in males ($F_{1,10} = 20.7$, $P = 0.0011$). However, control populations also showed pronounced plasticity in cell number ($F_{1,5} = 15.7$, $P = 0.011$) while this plasticity was absent in the selected populations ($F_{1,5} = 0.2$, $P = 0.65$, note the regime × food interaction in table 1). Rather, the plasticity of wing area in the selected populations was mediated entirely by cell size.

This change in plasticity can be understood by analyzing the evolutionary responses. The selection regime did not consistently affect wing area, cell size and cell number expressed by flies raised on the poor food. However, when raised on the standard food, the selected flies of both sexes had smaller wings than controls (Figure 2B). In contrast to the plastic response, this correlated evolutionary response to selection for tolerance to poor food was mediated entirely by reduction in cell number. As a result, irrespective of the food treatment, the wings of selected flies had as few cells as those of the control flies raised on the poor food (Figure 2D). Sexual dimorphism in wing size was entirely mediated by cell size; despite having smaller...
wings, males had as many wing cells as females (figure 2C,D). Variation among the replicate populations did not affect any of the traits consistently across food types (all $P > 0.4$, not reported in Table 1). We detected an interaction between population and food type for dry weight ($P < 0.01$); when analyzed separately, population affected dry weight on the standard food ($P < 0.001$). We also found interaction between population and sex for wing area and cell number on standard food (both $P < 0.001$), food $\times$ sex $\times$ population interaction in the joint analysis of wing area ($P = 0.02$). Other interaction terms including population were not significant.

**Discussion**

Our results indicate that the plastic response of the control populations to poor larval nutrition involves a reduction in wing size, mediated by reduction in both cell number and, particularly in females, cell size. This plastic response is likely to be mediated, at least in part, by insulin signalling, which plays a central role in regulating growth responses to nutrition in *Drosophila* larvae. In parallel to the plastic response to our poor food (Kolss et al., 2009), mutants with reduced insulin signalling grow slowly, take long to develop, emerge at reduced adult size and with high proportional lipid content (Chen et al., 1996, Bohni et al., 1999). Insulin signalling promotes both cell proliferation and cell growth (Wu & Brown, 2006). However, cell proliferation within wing imaginal discs is to some degree regulated autonomously (Neto-Silva et al., 2009), and is not affected by mild reduction in insulin signalling, which only reduces wing cell size (Shingleton et al., 2005). More severe reduction in insulin signalling also reduces cell proliferation without further reduction in cell size, so that mutants with strongly reduced insulin signalling have both fewer and smaller cells (Shingleton et al., 2005). The body mass of our flies raised on the poor food is as low as that of those mutants (Chen et al., 1996, Bohni et al., 1999). Thus, the contribution of both cell number and cell size to the plastic response of the control flies is consistent with the hypothesis of this response being regulated by a strong reduction in insulin signalling.

The large contribution of cell size to the plastic response contradicts Arendt's (2007) prediction that, in cases where small size results from slow growth, the response should be mostly based on cell number, a result observed in earlier studies of wing size plasticity in response to food quality (Robertson, 1959, DeMoed et al., 1997). One possible reason could be the different ways of applying nutritional stress: those studies reduced the amount of protein (yeast) available to the larvae whereas in our study the protein and carbohydrate content of the food was reduced by the same factor. One can thus speculate that deficiency of protein versus sugar may affect cell growth and proliferation differently. This would be somewhat analogous to the finding that reduction of protein versus carbohydrate has different effects on adult lifespan (Mair et al., 2005). While it is protein that is more limiting for growth, major mechanisms regulating cell growth and proliferation, such as insulin and TOR signalling, respond mostly to sugar levels (reviewed in Edgar, 2006). Nonetheless, there could be other reasons for the discrepancy between our results and those of Robertson (1959) and DeMoed et al. (1997), such as an interaction of the nutrition treatment with fly genotype or laboratory conditions (Ackermann et al., 2001).

In addition to substantially improved viability and faster development, the evolutionary adaptation of the selected populations to the poor food conditions involved a small reduction in dry body weight (12 % in Kolss et al., 2009; 4 % in this study). Nonetheless, we could not detect any associated reduction in wing area or the underlying cell size or cell number in selected flies raised on the poor food. However, as a correlated response to selection, the selected flies evolved considerably lower weight and smaller wing area than the control flies when raised standard food. This correlated response likely results from selection for fast development and low critical size at which pupation is initiated on the poor food (Kolss et al., 2009). In contrast to the plastic response, the evolutionary response of wing size has been mediated entirely by reduction in cell number. The cell number expressed on the standard food was reduced in the selected populations to the same value as the cell number expressed on the poor food by both selected and control populations. As a consequence, the plastic response of cell number has been lost; the plastic response of wing size in the selected populations seems based entirely on cell size. Thus, the superficial similarity of plastic and evolutionary responses to malnutrition masks differences in cellular basis, and thus presumably in the underlying mechanism.

The mechanism of the evolutionary response is unlikely to be based on diminished insulin signalling, also because low insulin signalling typically leads to prolonged development (Chen et al., 1996, Bohni et al.,
1999), whereas the selected flies evolved substantially faster development (Kolss et al., 2009). In holometabolous insects initiation of metamorphosis is triggered by reaching a critical size as assessed by the ring gland, leading to a cascade of hormonal changes which eventually cause the larva to stop feeding; the length of post-critical feeding period is insensitive to insulin signalling (Mirth et al., 2005, Edgar, 2006). This faster development means a shorter feeding phase, which seems largely responsible for the smaller size of selected flies on standard food. The cells of the wing imaginal discs proliferate intensely from the first larval instar until the critical size for pupation is reached early in the third (last) larval instar; afterwards the cells divisions continue at a slower rate under autonomous control until one day after pupation (Neto-Silva et al., 2009).

These considerations suggest that whether an evolutionary change in size will involve cell size versus cell number may depend on whether the change is mediated by the larval growth rate versus the length of the growth period. As summarized above, these two basic ways of determining adult size are modulated by different physiological mechanisms, and thus are likely to be affected by variation at different loci. Genetic variation that affects the length of growth period (by affecting the critical size) will be characterized by positive correlation between adult size and developmental time: genetically larger individuals will take more time to grow, leaving them more time for cell proliferation. Hence the prediction that, where evolution of larger body size is associated with prolonged development, the size differences should be mostly mediated by cell number. In contrast, genetic variation in growth rate implies a negative genetic correlation between adult size and developmental time. Faster-growing individuals will reach critical size earlier, and thus will have less time for cell proliferation in the imaginal disks. This could be partially or wholly compensated by insulin signalling-mediated increase in the rate of proliferation (Neto-Silva et al., 2009). However, the length of subsequent post-critical feeding period is not affected by growth rate (Edgar, 2006), and it is at this stage that differences in final weight will be produced under this scenario. Hence, we predict that evolved differences in body size which are negatively correlated with developmental time will be mostly mediated by cell size; the larger genotype may even have fewer cells.

We thus propose that the lower cell number of the selected populations reflects less time available for cell proliferation. This putative link between the cellular basis of wing size evolution and the size-developmental time relationship is supported by results of other evolutionary experiments. In particular, in Partridge et al. (1994a,b) the laboratory evolution of larger size under low temperature was associated with faster development and was mediated entirely by cell size; in fact, the larger cold-evolved flies tended to have fewer cells as predicted above. (A similar pattern was observed by Cavicchi et al. 1985, but the data on developmental time were not reported.) In contrast, evolution of large size driven by low humidity was mediated by cell number (Kennington et al. 2003); although that study did not report the developmental time, in other studies evolution of large size driven by low humidity was associated with prolonged development (Chippindale et al. 1998; Telonis-Scott et al., 2006). Similarly, selection for large thorax size has produced flies with prolonged development and large wings based entirely on cell number (Partridge et al., 1999). Finally, populations selected for small thorax evolved smaller size with no change in developmental time; they had both smaller cells and fewer cells (Partridge et al., 1999). However, the link between cell size and developmental time is not supported by a study in which flies were directly selected for small wing cell number or small wing cell size: neither selection regime produced a consistent correlated response in developmental time (Trotta et al., 2007). It also unclear whether geographical patterns in cell size and number are consistent with the above hypothesis. The two latitudinal clines in body size whose cellular basis has been studied by Zwaan et al. (2000) do not show corresponding clines in developmental time (James et al., 1997; van ’t Land et al. 1999). Developmental time for the *D. subobscura* clines studied by Calboli et al. (2003) has apparently not been reported.

It is plausible that in the long term any association between developmental time and the cellular basis of wing size evolution could be broken if there were selection on cell size acting separately from selection on total wing or body size. Nonetheless, the results of experimental evolution studies, including these reported here, are consistent with the hypothesis that alleles which increase size by prolonging growth affect size mostly via cell number, while alleles which affect size by increasing growth rate do so via cell size. If so, cellular basis of genetic differences in body size may be more often explained by the mechanism responsible for the body size difference than by selection on cell size or number or historical contingency.
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**Table 1:** Summary of analysis of variance ($F$-statistic and its significance) on the four traits, analyzed jointly on both food types, and separately on each food type. For all $F$-tests $df = 1,10$; population is a random factor nested within selection regime; tests for population and its interactions are not reported (see Results).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Denominator MS</th>
<th>Dry weight</th>
<th>Wing area</th>
<th>Cell area</th>
<th>Cell number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Both food types</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regime</td>
<td>population</td>
<td>27.7***</td>
<td>7.1*</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>5.0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>food</td>
<td>food × population</td>
<td>677.0***</td>
<td>33.1***</td>
<td>100.1***</td>
<td>5.6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex</td>
<td>sex × population</td>
<td>1530.4***</td>
<td>119.5***</td>
<td>269.1***</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regime × food</td>
<td>food × population</td>
<td>18.5**</td>
<td>4.5†</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>9.4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regime × sex</td>
<td>sex × population</td>
<td>7.8*</td>
<td>4.2†</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>food × sex</td>
<td>food × sex × population</td>
<td>412.4***</td>
<td>3.9†</td>
<td>29.5***</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regime × food × sex</td>
<td>food × sex × population</td>
<td>16.9**</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard food</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regime</td>
<td>population</td>
<td>24.2***</td>
<td>11.5***</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>10.2**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex</td>
<td>sex × population</td>
<td>1244.5***</td>
<td>75.4***</td>
<td>253.8***</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regime*sex</td>
<td>sex × population</td>
<td>16.5**</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Poor food</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regime</td>
<td>population</td>
<td>4.1†</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex</td>
<td>sex × population</td>
<td>354.8***</td>
<td>49.0***</td>
<td>98.0***</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regime*sex</td>
<td>sex × population</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†$P < 0.1$, *$P < 0.05$, **$P < 0.01$, ***$P < 0.001$; all the remaining $P > 0.1$. 
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